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This paper is a qualitative study of the consumption of uMthunywa, a Zimbabwean state-controlled tabloid newspaper. It focuses on its Bulawayo readers who constitute the bulk of the paper’s readership and particularly explores the meanings and relevance of its content to their everyday lives. The study establishes that the paper constitutes a forceful alternative mediated sphere that cements a regional identity and accommodates feelings of belonging among a readership that feels disenfranchised and neglected by the ‘power bloc’. The newspaper has (re)kindled a relationship with readers through its use of the vernacular language, isiNdebele and the coverage of community issues that resonate with the readers’ everyday lives. 
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Introduction and background
We identify with this paper for political reasons, because this is the paper which writes in our language after years of oppression. This, to many people, is the paper which gives the people of Matabeleland a voice in a state where even ethnic belonging has been criminalised. Particularly being identified as Ndebele. You know it yourself, that’s how most Ndebeles feel.

This somewhat emotive statement abstracted from the author’s personal conversation with a friend constitutes part of a few encounters and observations around the growing readership of uMthunywa, a weekly vernacular (isiNdebele) tabloid newspaper published under the state-controlled Zimbabwe Newspapers stable in Bulawayo. In its current form, the paper has gained popularity in the three Ndebele speaking provinces of Zimbabwe: Matabeleland North, Matabeleland South and Bulawayo Metropolitan Province, where it is based. 
As the paper re-established itself in 2004, after a period of ‘dormancy’, it immediately became talk of the town, with its readership becoming obvious in the streets, taxis, pubs and offices​[1]​. I was naturally fascinated and I found myself ‘joining the queues’ to buy the paper every Friday on my way to work. I took particular interest in its screaming headlines; its familiar stories of witchcraft; street fights and many other bizarre occurrences it covered. For me, it was enthralling reading about these issues in a vernacular language newspaper. The paper’s deployment of isiNdebele was even more appealing and reminiscent of my childhood parlance in the dusty streets of Tshabalala township. The paper was just ‘different’! It offered opportune respite from the predictable and heavily polarised mainstream media. 
As my interest in the paper grew, it became a habit for me to observe and listen to comments made by its readers in taxis, pubs, and other public places. I also engaged in informal talk with friends who read the paper avidly, hence the comment from my friend cited above. This personal and conscious desire to observe and listen to responses and comments by uMthunywa’s readers led to other fascinating encounters. One incident of note occurred at a busy beer hall in one of Bulawayo’s old townships, Tshabalala: an old man bought a copy of uMthunywa, apparently attracted by the headline, ‘Sebeloyana libalele eGwanda’ (They are bewitching each other in broad daylight in Gwanda). Although he could not properly read because of his failing eyesight, in a conversation with the newspaper vendor, he revealed that he was going to ask his grandchildren to read the story for him so he could find out what exactly was happening in Gwanda. Of apparent note in this encounter was the old man’s excitement at the content of uMthunywa even in the face of his failing eye sight. 
In yet another incident, a group of taxi conductors and drivers, in the city of Bulawayo, huddled against a taxi laughing and jeering as they read an article in uMthunywa. What fascinated them was a letter to the editor entitled: (Sicela oWindi bageze) ‘We beg for cleanliness amongst taxi conductors’. They were actually laughing at each other, calling each other names on the basis of the letter.
As the stories in the paper increasingly became talk of the town, it became apparent to me that the readership of uMthunywa cut across social classes, although it reached mainly an audience in the high-density suburbs, and those in the lower echelons of administration and government – segments of society that felt drawn to oral and traditional culture. 
These personal experiences and observations crystalised and gathered focus in form of some questions: were all these people reading uMthunywa for the same reasons I did, or they had their own reasons? I could not find a simple answer off-the-cuff and neither did I want to generalise that the ‘old man at the beer hall in Tshabalala’ and the ‘group of taxi conductors and drivers’ were reading the paper for the very same reasons I did. I just could not be sure. My curiosity stretched further to include questions of the paper’s strategies of representation and its meanings to the Ndebele people in light of the complex and competing notions of a ‘regional identity’ and ‘ethnic belonging’ in Bulawayo. 
	It is perhaps important to point out that the study also largely found root in my own personal socio-cultural, class and ethnic identity, an identity that finds space in the working-class and township culture, and yet shares some semblance of the elite-class identity afforded by university education and formal employment as a Lecturer at the country’s second largest university, the National University of Science and Technology (NUST). My ethnic identity is also of particular importance, as it cuts across two major ethnic groups in Zimbabwe (the Shona and the Ndebele) – being Shona by birth and Ndebele by socialisation (education and upbringing in Matabeleland). This identity afforded me an opportunity not only to be part of, but also to deeply understand, the diverse lived-cultures characteristic of the environment in which uMthunywa is read. It equipped me with the oral competencies key in understanding the immediate conditions of the readers’ social history, which is necessary for understanding the reading of uMthunywa. 
It is important to acknowledge, however, that the degree of my ‘nativeness’ in this particular region, as ingrained in my upbringing and socialisation is not without limitations. As a researcher, I could only ‘see’ as far as the depth of my socialisation and upbringing could take me. I was therefore bound to miss some nuances of the Ndebele culture as they related to the reading of uMthunywa. Indeed, there are some experiences of the people of Matabeleland that transcend the essence of my lived experience and belong more to ‘originality’ – the ‘traditional’ – which influence their world views. However, as Gokah (2006: 63) argues, any society has semblances of cultural differences that differentiate people and result in varying degrees of ‘nativeness’ thus rendering the possibility of an ‘insider’ becoming an ‘outsider’ within the same society. 
The personal experiences, observations and encounters noted in this section are the backdrop to the conception of this study. They sharpened my quest to find out why uMthunywa found such a wide readership amongst Bulawayo readers. This was particularly important in light of the socio-political history of Matabeleland at large and Bulawayo in particular, a region characterised by long-standing material deprivation and political marginalisation by the ‘power bloc’​[2]​. In support of this scenario, Ornebring and Jonsson (2004: 294) argue that the most important political problem facing us in the 21st century is that large groups of disenfranchised people do not feel that traditional political institutions or the prestige news and media outlets address their issues and concerns. 

Theoretical and methodological perspectives
The study draws its analysis from wide-ranging discourses on the role of the media in identity formation, Jugern Habermas’ concept of the public sphere and reception theory. According to Nyamnjoh (2005: 17) ‘[e]thnicity and...obsession with belonging remain active forces on the African political scene’. He observes that the media in Africa have divided citizens along the lines of ‘regional, cultural or ethnic belonging’ (Nyamnjoh 2005: 231). Yapley and Korzzenny express similar sentiments by arguing that the extent and effects of ethnic media usage are likely to be influenced by certain contextual factors (cited in Clement et al. 2005: 402). One contextual factor found to have an impact on identification patterns is ‘ethnolinguistic vitality’ which refers to a social group’s economic and demographic strength (Clement et al. 2005: 402). The extent to which a group benefits from institutional support (eg. political or educational) contributes to its vitality. Clement et al. (2005: 401) contend that ‘[t]his is reflected in the state of minority group members who are often less represented demographically and institutionally than the majority group.
The centrality of the media in identity formation has long been a subject of scholarly debate. Kellner (1995: 1) argues that in contemporary industrial society a ‘media culture’ has emerged which helps produce the fabric of everyday life by providing the materials out of which people ‘forge their very identities’. Kellner writes:

Media culture also provides the materials out of which many people construct their sense of class, of ethnicity and...of ‘us’ and ‘them’. Media culture helps shape the prevalent view of the world and deepest values: it defines what is considered good or bad, positive or negative, moral or evil. Media stories and images provide the symbols, myths, and resources which help constitute a common culture for...individuals in many parts of the world today. (Kellner 1995: 1, emphasis added)

Kellner’s views clearly emphasise the centrality of the media in shaping identities and worldviews. Brown et al. (1994: 813) provide yet another example of this privileging of the media in the process of identity formation. They posit that: ‘...individuals actively and creatively sample available cultural symbols, myths, and rituals as they produce their identities (Brown et al. 1994: 813). Similarly, Ronning argues that journalism ‘offers citizens representations of themselves that they can identify with – and (ideally) propose a wide range of identities that people can inhabit’ (Ronning 1994: 15).
Some scholars focus on the centrality of language in identity formation, particularly to ‘situated ethnic groups’ who locate themselves at the fringes of the ‘mainstream’ society. Haarmann (1999: 64) notes that language is ‘a major maker for many local groups around the world, and there have been historical periods when language was assigned an ideological role as the maker par excellence of ethnic identity’. Taking this argument into the context of the press in Germany and Australia, Hanusch (2008: 51) argues that language ‘cannot be separated from culture and it is through language that we construct and deconstruct our culture, learning who ‘we’ are and who ‘they’ are’. For Clement et al. (2005: 401) ‘language is of central importance to identity [formation] because through language we negotiate and share our identity with others’. 
Although these theoretical claims have not gone unchallenged by media scholars, for the obvious reason that they seem to pander to the long discarded ‘hypodermic needle theory’ (Lowery & DeFluer 1995), at least, at a superficial level, they lead to an awareness of the centrality of the media in identity formation and provide a backdrop against which their assertions can be subjected to empirical interrogation as the present study endeavours to do. 
Since Habermas’ conception of the public sphere concept, it has been developed and updated (not least by himself) to take into account a number of different aspects – one of the more important ones being the changing nature of the media landscape (Habermas 1996: 360; Ornebring & Jonsson 2004: 284). In its revised form, it aptly illustrates how tabloid journalism can be viewed as being at the fore-front in changing forms of public discourse. Reception theory on the other end, is concerned with how people interpret and make sense of media texts within their socio-cultural and historical circumstances that is, meanings that are culturally shared by ‘interpretive communities’ or ‘subcultures’ (Ang 1990: 160; Pitout 1998: 65). It can be seen as a ‘cross-fertilisation’ project that ‘draws its theory from the humanities and its methodology from the social sciences’ (Jensen in Schroder et al. 2003: 123). 
To generate empirical data this study followed a qualitative research design (rooted in reception theory) that placed emphasis on the comparative empirical analysis of ‘media discourses’ with ‘audience discourses’ to examine the processes of reception which have a bearing on the use of the content of the newspaper (Jensen & Rosengren 1990: 219; Jensen 1988: 3). To achieve a richness of analysis the study used a mixed-method approach that – a triangulation of qualitative content analysis, focus group interviews and individual in depth interviews. To this end, a qualitative content analysis was undertaken on issues collected between (August 2004 and May 2005 inclusive), a period during which I bought every issue of the paper. From a total of 43 issues collected, I systematically sampled 20 issues, a number deemed adequate manageable for the study. This was followed by in-depth interviews (group and individual interviews respectively) with readers who were purposively selected using convenience and snowball sampling. Particular consideration in reader selection was given to the readers’ residence in Bulawayo and general association with the Matabeleland region. The data thus gathered was interpreted with reference to the surrounding socio-cultural and political context of Bulawayo.

A socio-political history of Bulawayo and identity construction in Zimbabwe 
Any understanding (and interpretation) of texts must always be situated within historical traditions because a people’s history plays an important role in the way they consume texts. The reception of media texts, after all, is a process situated in a definite socio-historical context (Pitout 1988: 66; Schroder et al. 2003: 152). This section thus discusses the socio-political history of Bulawayo.
	Located in the Matabeleland region, Bulawayo Metropolitan Province is the second largest urban province after Harare Metropolitan Province. Matabeleland is home to the Ndebele ethnic group, whose main language is isNdebele. The Ndebele ethnic group – constituting about 15% of Zimbabwe’s population of about 14 million​[3]​ – is the second largest in Zimbabwe after the Shona ethnic group, which comprises about 70% of the country’s total population (Zaaijer 1998: 30). 
The predominance of isiNdebele, as the main language, has shaped the socio-cultural and political identities of the people of Matabeleland. According to Kramsch (1998: 3-8) for people to identify themselves as members of a community they have to define themselves jointly as insiders against others, whom they define as outsiders and language (as an embodiment of common attitudes, beliefs and values) plays a critical role in cementing this identity. Samovar and Porter (2001: 139) similarly aver that: ‘[s]o related are language and culture that language holds the power to maintain…cultural identity’ (see also Edwards 1995: 17; Hanusch 2008: 51-52). For the people of Matabeleland, language (isiNdebele) is, therefore, an integral component of their regional identity – it underpins their feeling of belonging.
Bulawayo and Matabeleland’s contemporary socio-political life is largely defined by the immediate post-independence war that took place in the region. The ruling Zimbabwe African National Union: Patriotic Front (ZANU PF) clamped down on alleged dissidents thought to be loyal to Joshua Nkomo, leader of the Patriotic Front: Zimbabwe African People Union (PF ZAPU) in Matabeleland, and sought to eliminate what they saw as the potential for a (PF) ZAPU coup d’etat (Kaarsholm 1995: 242). The government deployed a special army unit (Fifth Brigrade) that oversaw the massacre, rape and detention of more than 20 000 civilians in Matabeleland (Moyo 2003: 674). The disturbances left a lasting impression on the people of Bulawayo and Matabeleland at large, creating a climate of fear that has seen many remaining afraid of officials and of being victimised for voicing their opinions in public gatherings (CCJPZ & LRF Report 1999: 25). As Ndlovu-Gatsheni (2008: 167) argues, the episode reconstructed and reinforced Ndebele identity, resulting in deep polarisation of the Zimbabwe nation. It heightened the victims’ awareness of being Ndebele at the expense of being Zimbabwean. The unification of (PF) ZAPU and ZANU (PF) in December 1987 attempted to quell the tension but also restored a level of state repression to the region. 
It is important to highlight that identity construction among the Ndebele and the Shona is a highly contested subject that is inextricably connected to historical struggles over socio-political power, cultural domination and control. According to Ndlovu-Gatsheni (2008: 167), identity politics in Zimbabwe should be understood, in part, as a historical issue related to colonial processes that ‘contributed to the construction of Ndebele and Shona identities by creating a bi-modal ethnic problem’. For him, the Ndebele identity, in particular, is a heavily contested terrain, often reduced to an ‘ethnic problem’ although it is clearly a ‘power problem related to the representation of the Ndebele in the political power hierarchy in Zimbabwe’ (Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2008: 167). This has given rise to a ‘common imagined identity of belonging’ (Mazarire 2003) among the people of Matabeleland which has taken the form of a ‘coalescence of grievances and resentment of Shona triumphalism, including threats of Ndebele secession from a Shona-dominated Zimbabwe’ (Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2008: 167). It is no wonder then that Matabeleland has become a stronghold of the opposition. With (PF) ZAPU incorporated into the government, the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC) emerged as a potential ‘saviour’ to the people of the region, who complain of years of marginalisation and underdevelopment (Mukumbira 2001: 7). High-density suburbs continue to display old characteristics of poverty and deprivation; with unemployment, crime, homelessness and destitution persisting as everyday problems (Kaarsholm 1995: 24). 
It is important, however, to mention that the key dynamics and fundamental contours of the Ndebele ethnic identity, particularly, how it continues to be recreated and reconstructed through the media remain highly contested. One may thus conclude this section by acknowledging that:
The best way to understand Ndebele ethnic identity is as a socially constructed phenomenon, not as a fixed primordial identity. It must be understood as a protean outcome of the continuous and generally conflict-ridden interaction of political, economic and cultural forces…(Ndlovu-Gatsheni 2008: 181)

UMthunywa’s populist ‘comeback’ and its content
Faced with the urgent need for national development and reconciliation, the government supported the creation of uMthunywa through its company, the Zimbabwe Newspapers Group​[4]​ in 1985. This was not only an attempt to cater for Ndebele readers who hitherto had no vernacular newspaper, but also a well calculated political gesture in the face of the post independence political tension that engulfed Matabeleland as discussed above. The launch also coincided with parliamentary elections in 1985. It is important, however, to point out that the paper’s origins were enmeshed in circumstances that mirrored material deprivation and the political marginalisation of Bulawayo by the ‘power bloc’ over the years as discussed in the preceding section. It is no coincidence then that the early version of uMthunywa faced serious viability problems and consequently folded in 1993 (Saunders 1991: 142). Its demise was also linked to political interference which resulted in the public media being generally perceived by the public ‘as government mouth pieces’ (Saunders 1999: 23-24).
On July 4, 2004, nevertheless, uMthunywa re-emerged under a new editor as a new brand with a populist editorial thrust anchored on the values of tabloid journalism as defined by Sparks (1992: 39) – giving priority to immediate issues of daily life over those traditionally ascribed to the ‘public sphere.’ UMthunywa thus curved its niche as ‘the prototypical representative of “tabloid” journalism in Zimbabwe, gaining popularity as a paper that prints gossip and human-interest stories that the “man” in the street can relate to and identify with’ (Mabweazara 2005: 32). Strikingly, the re-launch of uMthunywa, like its initial launch, came at the height general political tension in the country and preceded national elections the following year. In many ways, therefore, the paper was a political project.
Although selling nationally, uMthunywa, by virtue of it being an isiNdebele paper, has wide readership in the Ndebele speaking provinces of Zimbabwe and Bulawayo Metropolitan province (where it is based) takes the lead in circulation. The content of the paper prioritises social issues related to ordinary people; this is evident in the pictorial content and the fact that most sources are ordinary people. Stories are mostly about rural people or other disadvantaged members of urban communities residing mainly in the townships. As discussed earlier, this is a key feature of tabloid journalism (Ornebring & Jonsson 2004: 287).
Coverage hinges on township gossip, rumour mongering and other unconventional stories peppered with idiomatic and slang expression usually reserved for spoken rather than written communication. The storylines pre-eminently capitalise on unadulterated exaggerations characteristic of the yellow journalism of the 1920s in America. The bulk of the stories in the editions studied appear to defy logic and normality. One notes for example the following stories: ‘Ubaba owelapha ngephone usenze esinye isimanga’ (The man who heals by phone has performed another miracle) (18 – 24 February 2005); ‘Isikhulu sixotsha uyise emfeni yaso’ (Rich man chases his father away from his funeral) (1 – 8 April 2005); ‘Sebeloyana libalele eGwanda’ (They are bewitching each other in broad daylight in Gwanda) (4 – 11 June 2004). 
These stories dramatise threats to the ideal and harmonious world of family, friendships and other relationships, allowing readers to explore these threats vicariously. This observation finds support in Connell’s (1992) view that the social function of the excesses of tabloids is to provide an expression of outrage on behalf of the disadvantaged members of communities in concrete and recognisable ways, thus indirectly mounting a populist challenge on privilege.
The use of the vernacular language (isiNdebele) is central to projecting the paper as a sensationalist medium. Ndebele tends to be more brazen and sensational than English. For this reason, the paper appears to reinvent expressions and words, which resonate with colloquial street talk – the language of its readers, which is conversational in nature (Mabweazara 2005). One notes the following examples: ‘Ijazi lika mkwenyana’ literally meaning ‘son in law’s jacket’ (4 – 11 June 2004) being used as a euphemism for a condom; and some expressions used for emphasis or to express surprise, for example, ‘Umhlolo batayi!’ (What a strange incident) (3 – 10 December 2004). 

Regional identity and the politics of belonging: readers’ relationships to the broader political formation.
In this section I discuss the ways in which readers construe and articulate their identities, in particular, their sense of belonging which influences the consumption of the newspaper. The consumption of uMthunywa is not an isolated and solitary experience, but rather firmly embedded in the readers’ subjective experience of their socio-historical, political and cultural circumstances (see Fiske 1987: 62; Ang 1990: 160; Ruddock 2001: 119). In this light, the readers’ descriptions of their identities and relationships to the wider political arena are translated verbatim from isiNdebele to English in order to portray their unique features as residents of Bulawayo (Matabeleland) and how they relate to the broader political formation.
The interviewed readers came from diverse ethnic backgrounds, ranging from minority to predominant ethnic groups: the Khalanga (mainly composed of people in the south-western parts of Matabeleland); the Nyanja and Chewa (largely immigrants scattered across the country from the neighbouring countries, Zambia and Malawi); the Ndebele, who dominate in Matabeleland North, Matabeleland South and Bulawayo Metropolitan Provinces; and the Shona, who constitute the biggest ethnic group in Zimbabwe and are scattered across the country. Although the readers are from these diverse ethnic groups, it is striking that they all identify with the Ndebele ethnic group. This scenario generally points to the fluidity of identities with socialisation, intermarriages and the influence of the geo-political space playing key roles in shaping the readers’ identities and notions of belonging. Highlighting this point, Nobuhle, a female university student, pointed thus:

I’m Ndebele when I’m in Bulawayo, but when I’m back home in Lower Gweru, I’m Shona. It really depends on where I am at a particular point in time. This is mainly because of my parentage. My mother is Shona from Lower-Gweru and my father is Ndebele from Nkayi.

Nobuhle’s statement reinforces the fact that socialisation and geo-political space play key roles in shaping readers’ identities. This finds support in the notion of ‘situated ethnic identity’ which views ethnic identity as not ‘constant but rather situationally bound, such that a person may slip in and out of an ethnic group membership depending on the demands of the situation’ (Clement et al. 2005: 401). From all the interviewees, it became apparent that socialisation in Matabeleland, Bulawayo in particular, has played a key role in framing their identities around the Ndebele ethnic group. The extracts below further show how readers construe and articulate their individual identities.

Mthembo: I’m Ndebele because I grew up in a Ndebele society, speaking isiNdebele and I don’t identify myself with Mozambican people where I’m said to be originally from. I know nothing about Mozambique.
Sibekezele: I’m Ndebele, we speak isiNdebele at home, in fact my paternal background is entirely Ndebele and our rural home is in the heart of Matabeleland in Nkayi. This does not mean however, that I can’t speak Shona, I’m also very much acquainted with Shona customs and traditions by virtue of the fact that my mother is Shona.
Nothando: I’m Khalanga bred among the Ndebeles, but I can say I’m more affiliated to the Ndebele because at home we speak isiNdebele. However, we sometimes speak Shona because my mother is Shona from Shurugwi.

Nyasha: I’m Shona by birth, but over the years I’ve tended to shift towards the Ndebele identity. I grew up in Bulawayo, I speak fluent isiNdebele and all my friends are Ndebele. 

Amon: I’m of Malawian descent; my parents came here a long time ago so I grew up here in Bulawayo. I can’t speak Nyanja or Chewa. Only my parents can speak these languages. Rather, I speak isiNdebele, which I learnt at school. For this reason, I think my identity revolves around the Ndebele ethnic tradition.

These extracts clearly show that the readers’ identities are not only tied to their upbringing in Bulawayo (Matabeleland) but also closely tied to the language (isiNdebele) they speak, which is key in shaping the socio-cultural and political identities of the people of Matabeleland. As Clement et al. (2005: 401) argue, ‘language is of central importance to identity...because through language we negotiate and share our identity with others’ (see also Kramsch 1998: 3; Edwards 1995: 17). In the same vein, ethnicity​[5]​ is crucial to identity formation, yet its impact is not complete. According to Hall, it is something that we continually shape and in which we position ourselves (cited in Hartley 2002: 84). This collective identity directly influences the readers’ relationship to the broader political formation. They read uMthunywa as a distinct marginal group with a shared regional identity and sense of belonging akin to ethno-nationalism, which resonates with their political behaviour. Schroder et al. (2003: 25) argue that individuals in these specific social groups acquire interpretive repertoires. This implies that the repertoires are, to a large extent, shared and socially patterned – in other words, mutual intelligibility and social allegiances and communities would be impossible.
The pervasive feeling of disillusionment and marginalisation from the ‘power bloc’ by the people of Matabeleland, as noted earlier, is marked among the readers of uMthunywa and is manifest in a number of ways, from their sceptical attitudes and general lack of confidence in government and its institutions, to their general fear of involvement in political activities. The extracts below describe the readers’ general feelings about the government’s attitude towards Matabeleland.
Conceline: Mashonaland gets more attention from the government. My mother is from Buhera and there are tarred road and electricity all over. It’s not the case in Nkayi where my father comes from; the infrastructure there is very poor. The two places are worlds apart.

Tshuma: I would like to base my comment on National Television, which was set to start broadcasting from Bulawayo. The Russians donated the transmitters and the government took hold of the transmitters and then they destroyed that station just because it was based in Matabeleland and was going to promote the Ndebeles. It was supposed to have 60 percent isiNdebele productions and 40 percent Shona productions and the government couldn’t handle it.

Sibekezele: Shonas are the ones who support government hence it’s not surprising that Mashonaland is better developed than Matabeleland. Why would government develop Matabeleland when ZANU (PF) has no widespread support in Matabeleland? Government will never help us with anything!

These comments reflect a sense of alienation from ‘the mainstream’, the sense that the government has its own agenda and is conspiring against the people of Matabeleland. This scenario has lowered the ‘ethnolinguistic vitality’ of the readers as they ‘feel less represented demographically and institutionally than the majority’ (Clement et al. 2005: 401). This has resulted in many people shifting from ‘public’ to ‘private’ politics (Kaarsholm 1995: 24). Some participants in this study succinctly captured this point:

Thenjiwe: My son as you know politics is dirty! The people of this region find themselves in this deplorable situation because of politics. I don’t believe in party politics any more, it will not bring any significant changes to my life, if anything, it can only make my situation worse as these people will continue ruling. It’s much better to be out of it, why stress myself? [chuckles].
Dube: [As] one of my colleagues noted in our earlier discussion, we are not keen to be at the forefront of political discussions. We have had terrible experiences in the past. Talking politics won’t help us. It won’t even bring development to Matabeleland.

From these comments, it is clear that a culture of indifference to the wider body politic characterises some readers of uMthunywa, who not only identify with the cause and experiences of Matabeleland, but also show some semblance of disillusionment with the ‘power-bloc’. Ornebring and Jonsson (2004: 294) clearly articulate this point in their observation that:

The most important political problem facing us in the 21st century may well be that the large groups of disenfranchised people…do not feel included in the body politic, and do not feel that their issues and concerns are addressed by traditional political institutions or the prestige news and media outlets. 

	It is important to note that the positioning of uMthunywa’s readers outside the wider social, cultural and political context has an influence on their consumption of the paper. As Yapley and Korzzenny rightly observe, the extent and effects of ethnic media usage are influenced by contextual factors and one key factor is the ‘ethnolinguistic vitality’ (cited in Clement et al. 2005: 402) of the concerned group. This finds support among a number of scholars who contend that, everything about the context of the interaction between the reader and the text influences the interpretation of the text (see Pitout 1988: 66; Fiske 1992: 59; Schroder et al. 2003: 152). 

The ‘political’ and ‘cultural’ readings of uMthunywa
As noted above, most of the participants in the study, especially women claimed no interest in politics and national issues. In fact, this was one of the reasons why they preferred uMthunywa to other state-controlled newspapers. In the interviews, the readers often made comments that showed a particular political attitude – distrust of and alienation from the establishment. As discussed earlier, this political attitude is deeply rooted in the readers’ relationship to the broader political formation. Many of those who overtly discussed politics expressed a strong belief that the government had a negative attitude towards the people of Matabeleland; some even expressed surprise that the government had decided to resuscitate uMthunywa.
 
Nqgabutho:…everyone knows the government has long neglected this side of the country. In fact, it’s shocking that the government has finally decided to resuscitate uMthunywa. Interestingly, we all like the paper in my family and I think our ethnic identity is certainly of the essence in our reading of the paper – this is the reason why I would not spare a cent for Kwayedza​[6]​.

Many other comments reflected a sense of alienation from mainstream politics; the sense that the government has its own agenda and is conspiring against the people of Matabeleland. This view was generally pervasive among the majority of the readers. In the light of this scenario, one can draw on Fiske’s (1992: 60) assertion that if the social distance between the ‘power-bloc’ and the people is wide then: 

[W]e should not be surprised if the political energies of the people are directed more towards the micro-politics of everyday life than to the macro-politics of socio-economic structures, for it is in these micro-politics that popular control is most effectively exercised. 

Given the express feeling of discontentment and general lack of confidence in the ‘power bloc’ and its institutions among uMthunywa readers, it is arguable that the shift of the readers’ attention to uMthunywa, in part, represents the failure of other societal institutions, among them the more prestigious news organisations and traditional political organisations, to address adequately issues of vital concern to members of the public (see Ornebring & Jonsson 2004: 293). 
Sparks argues, however, that ‘…while popular journalism would speak in an idiom recognisable by the masses as more or less related to their own, it would only speak of their concerns, joys and discontents within the limits set for it by existing structures of society’ (1992: 28, emphasis added). This however, is not to imply that uMthunywa has little or nothing to contribute to the lives of its readers. In fact, from the participants’ views, it emerged that there is need to broaden our notion of what ‘politics’ means, to include participation outside the arenas of ‘traditional’ politics (see Fraser 1992: 111; Ornebring & Jonsson 2004: 293). This way, more contemporary models of the public sphere characterised by smallness of scale and composed of small interest groups are accommodated. The debates from these same small public spheres then feed into the larger mainstream public sphere. The need to broaden the scope of our notion of what ‘politics’ means was implied in some readers’ responses as follows:

Dube…the paper hardly deals with serious politics, it deals with issues that occur in the townships and are unfortunately (emphasis added) considered to be of lesser importance by some people. To me these issues are very important – it’s important for me to know if my neighbour is a witch, and these things are real by the way! If one is interested in serious stuff like politics they can always buy papers that concentrate on political issues, like the Chronicle.
	
Nothando:…those obsessed with politics …will certainly not like uMthunywa, In my case, I do follow politics but I’m not really into it…In any case, if I feel I want to read about politics and business, I’ve the option of buying other newspapers – I do not want to think politics … all the time. But to be honest with you [laughing] if uMthunywa was to include all the ‘noise’ and politics on its pages, I for one would not buy it.

These comments clearly point to the importance of tabloids as alternative mediated public spheres catering for specific groups who (by design or restriction) are located on the margins of the mainstream public sphere. In this sense, therefore, one may argue that uMthunywa is providing new opportunities for representation and recognition for groups ‘outside the mainstream’, thus constituting an ‘alternative public sphere’ where marginalised audiences are given voice. Again this represents only a part of the broader public sphere where issues relevant to the readers’ daily lives are reported, debated and discussed. Ornebring and Jonsson (2004: 283) clearly articulate this view, arguing that tabloid journalism has positioned itself in different ways as an alternative to the issues, forms and audiences of the journalistic mainstream (see also Glynn in Mcdonald 2003: 59). 
In this case, the emancipatory potential of uMthunywa, as expressed by the readers, lies in the fact that it addresses issues previously not open to public debate and discussion, such as witchcraft and other paranormal phenomena – issues ‘political’ in ways that resonate with the lived circumstances of the readers. It is perhaps in this sense that some readers noted that issues to do with witchcraft and related paranormal phenomenon are central to their everyday existence.
 
Nobuhle: First of all, for you to believe these stories on witchcraft there has to be some cultural relation. In Chipinge​[7]​ one can be struck by lightning as punishment for wrong doing. In my culture all these issues of witchcraft are true; you die if you mess around!

Mthunzi: Oh yes! When you see a story associating particular people who live at a specific place with witchcraft, you will avoid the place and the people. My brother, imagine if you rent a room in a witch’s house and you discover it after sometime [pause] you won’t even get to sleep I tell you. If at all you sleep you will always sleep with lights on and it’s not good. So the information we get from uMthunywa is important. We should not take these stories for granted.

Dube: Witchcraft is there, so this story of a Donkey found fast asleep in someone’s bed should not be doubted. These things happen and we need to know about them.

In the same line of thought, the majority of the readers hardly expressed disbelief in the paranormal occurrences covered in the paper. For them, these constitute real experiences in their day-to-day lives. As Mthunzi and Dube noted, whichcraft is part of their culture and so when they read about these stories, they are not at all taken aback. Instead for them the stories alert them to tread carefully. The everyday life mediated in the tabloid therefore has political relavance to the readers and shows the political potential of identity contruction taking place in the tabloid. The political readings of the paper is thus rooted in the politics of the everyday (Sparks 1992: 39) entrenched in local culture. One avid reader of uMthunywa, Mdutshwa noted:

I read it even online…I also live with many other readers. When I visit my rural home in Lupane, I even collect old copies of the paper for them. I know what they want. I know fully well what they identify with…I’m part of them...These are my people we are talking about. This would explain why for example, non-Ndebeles would see as bizarre a story about a man who grows tomatoes on his backside after stealing from a neighbour’s garden. This to us is a traditionally held belief which doubles as a form of social control. It has a deeper meaning which any other reader would not understand. There are many other issues…we could talk until the chickens come home to roost my brother.

At the surface, as already noted, the belief in the paranormal and witchcraft is entrenched in local culture, but more deeply as the extracts above explain, it provides an existential explanatory framework relating to the precarious and unpredictable living conditions of the readers of the tabloid. As Shoko (2007: 46) argues, ‘witchcraft thrives in the contexts of quarrels, jealousies and accusations in the community...’. In this sense, uMthunywa challenges the structural elitism of the mainstream public sphere by providing representations that resonate with the readers’ lived experiences. It is thus important to heed Fraser’s assertion that “public spheres are not only arenas for discursive opinion; in addition, they are arenas for the formation and enactment of social identities” (1992: 124). 
Further to this, there is a sense in which one may contend that uMthunywa offers ‘ammunition’ against what is seen as a biased establishment that denigrates the Ndebele people. It is important to note, that the frustrations felt by uMthunywa readers stem, inter alia, from their position in some kind of underclass that perceives itself as unable to do anything significant about events in the mainstream. The irony that emerges with the foregoing analysis is hinged on the fact that uMthunywa is state-controlled. This irony is equally veiled in the attenuation of the Zimbabwean print media, a scenario that has, among other things, culminated in the increasing popularity of the tabloid content offered by uMthunywa, notwithstanding the question of ownership and control. This scenario finds support in Mano (2007: 61)’s observation that ‘[w]here mass media are weak and opposition political parties are frail [popular culture] can serve as the voice of the voiceless by offering subtle avenues of expression’. In fact, one reader, Mutshumayeli, noted that at times he is struck by the fact that uMthunywa is state-controlled but the idea quickly fizzles into thin air as he gets absorbed in its stories. Taking into consideration Ornebring and Jonsson (2004)’s argument that political participation builds not only on rational processing of information, but also on emotion, engagement and sometimes even outrage, it is convincing that tabloids like uMthunywa have the potential to provide this platform. 
Clearly, the foregoing discussion points to the fact that the reading of uMthunywa is symptomatic of a deeper social malaise in Bulawayo and Matabeleland at large – precisely the political alienation experienced by the readers. This line of thought finds support in Sparks’s view that ‘…the popularity of tabloids says more about the relationship of ordinary working people to the social and political processes that govern their lives than about the press’ (cited in Strelitz & Steenveld 2006). In similar vein, Grisprud notes that the consumption of tabloids ‘…may be understood as a choice made [by people] on the basis of some sort of recognition of their social conditions’ (1992: 92, emphasis original).
In discussing the role tabloids could play in the political realm of their readers, Bird (1992: 131) argues that tabloids do seem to allow for an element of resistance against what is seen as the all-pervasive power of government. For her, this is possible inter alia through bringing to light in sensational ways issues that appeal to emotion and that directly affect readers’ lives. Machin and Papatheoderu (2002:47) further posit that texts dealing with personal problems can create among readers a sense of proximity to their own lives and experiences. They are, in theory, important forms of knowledge, engaging audiences who might feel alienated by the more abstract forms that serious journalism represents. These assertions are substantiated in the interviews extracts below:

Prosper: uMthunywa reflects events within our domain. I’ve personally witnessed some the stories even before they even appear in the paper. For example, the story about the family that went to collect the body of their deceased relative in Nkayi on a scotch cart – they are neighbours to my girlfriend in Njube and I know them...the story is very genuine. 

Mkhahlamezi: The most important aspect about uMthunywa is that we can easily locate these stories in our daily lives compared to the stories we read in other newspapers. The places where they would have occurred are, in some cases, familiar to us. For example, a lot has been published in uMthunywa about Nkayi where I come from. I remember one story, last year or early this year, about a scotch cart accident which claimed a boy’s life at Sikobokobo…a very familiar territory to me. 
Some of the stories have even circulated as rumours before they appear in the paper. For example, the story about the family that went to collect the body of their deceased relative in Nkayi on a scotch cart…There are also other negative stories about woman killing their infants. All these are stories taken from places I know and identify with. 

From the foregoing assertions it is clear that uMthunywa transposes daily experiences of its readers from the private sphere into the public arena. To use Nyamnjoh’s (2005: 244-245) words ‘what [uMthunywa] in general has done is transpose the debate from the streets and neighbourhoods to the public sphere, while staying faithfully ethnic and partisan’. It appeals to the readers’ sense of proximity to their own lives and experiences. This is particularly important in light of the reader’s general feeling of alienation from the broader political formation. A trend that has deep roots in the country’s past and present day politics where the readers of the paper have always felt neglected by the ‘power bloc’. 
The centrality of rumour in uMthunywa’s journalistic discourse, alluded to in Mkhahlamezi’s response, is not without significance. Nyamnjoh (2005: 210) posits that: ‘rumour is far from being essentially negative or false…to be rejected as unaccountable and unconfirmed…it is like the voice of the voiceless, seeking to challenge passivity and the oppressive discourses of officialdom’. As noted in the discussion of uMthunywa’s content, township gossip and rumour mongering constitute the most popular source of information for the paper. Rumour thus flourishes as a legitimate source of information for the marginalised people of Matabeleland. Through uMthunywa, ‘rumour’ gives a voice to the disadvantaged and helps produce the fabric of everyday life out of which the readers ‘forge their very identities’ (Kellner 1995: 1).  
As noted earlier, the use of the vernacular language, isiNdebele, has a central role in shaping the papers’ consumption. The language is inextricably attached to the ‘ethnic identity’ of the readers as Ndebele. This point was expressed in the following interview extracts. 

Prosper: The main issue about this paper my brother is that it is written in our own local language which is understood by all and used in our daily conversation...but you need to understand that the fact the language is linked to our history and culture and so the paper reminds us of where we come from.

Promise: I think uMthunywa plays a role in reference to social and cultural context and less on politics and economy. As you may know language is a carrier of culture. As such the paper serves to revive our cultural values through use of pure isiNdebele with proverbs, which is where the paper’s didactic influence is generated.

As already shown elsewhere in this paper, uMthunywa readers’ identities are not only tied to their upbringing in Matabeleland but also to the language (isiNdebele) they speak, which is generally at the centre of the socio-cultural and political identities of the people of Matabeleland. 
The creative use of the vernacular language isiNdebele is also central to projecting the paper as a melodramatic medium as the language tends to be more brazen and sensational than English. For this reason, as noted earlier, the paper appears to reinvent expressions and words, which resonate with colloquial street talk – the language of its readers (Mabweazara 2005). One reader pointed to this.
 
Khanyile: The style of writing of the paper makes it appealing. If it was in English most of these stories will not be as captivating as they do. There are some expressions used for emphasis or surprise that cannot be expressed effectively in English e.g. ‘hawu bo!’ or ‘umhlolo batayi!’ (both expressions of surprise to a strange incident). To someone who is not familiar with this language, the stories may seem exaggerated, but that’s not the case – it’s the nature of isiNdebele as a language, it makes the stories seem like they are exaggerated, but the meaning is deeper. Another expression is: ‘Inyanga ivuka ubhova’ (Traditional healer goes into a tantrum)…you can actually visualize the traditional healer clad in his (sic) regalia and going amok.

These sentiments find confirmation in a number of scholarly views already noted in this paper. Hanusch (2008: 51-52) notes that it is ‘impossible to understand a culture without…knowing the language’ and that the appropriate use of the language depends on the level of one’s cultural knowledge. Likewise, Kramsch (1998: 3-8) argues that, language (as an embodiment of common attitudes, beliefs and values) plays a critical role in cementing this identity (see also Edwards 1995: 17; Samovar & Porter 2001: 139). 

Some concluding remarks
Reflecting on my personal interest uMthunywa highlighted in the introductory remarks, I note that my reading of the paper was indeed in many ways political. I was escaping from the increasing monotone repetitions of the mainstream media. Like many of the papers’ readers in this study, for me, the newspaper provided a conduit for escape from the polarised political discourse that enveloped the mainstream media. An escape that was entrenched in the complexities of culture, personal identities and socialisation in Matabeleland. In general, uMthunywa’s focus on the everyday offered an ‘alternative’ – a shift from the wider party ‘Politics’ to the more localised ‘politics’ of the everyday ‘enmeshed’ in language, notions of regional identity and the politics of belonging – all conceived along historically determined ethnic and geographic lines. 
It is important, however, to point to general complexities that surround understanding the reading of uMthunywa. From this study alone, it is difficult to tell whether the readings of the paper are entirely homogeneous. As noted in the introductory remarks, any society has semblances of cultural differences that differentiate people and result in varying degrees of ‘nativeness’ thus rendering the possibility of an ‘insider’ becoming an ‘outsider’ within the same society (Gokah 2006: 63). 
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^1	  At its relaunch, uMthunywa outcompeted its Bulawayo based sister weekly paper, the Sunday News, in circulation, which rose from 2500 in its first week of publication to around 30 000 at its highest peak (see Mabweazara 2005: 32).
^2	  ‘Power bloc’ in this case, refers to an alliance of forces of domination exerting social power along a number of relatively congruent lines of force, expressed in institutions such as government, politics and the media (see Fiske 1992: 45).
^3	  That the Ndebele constitute 15% of Zimbabwe’s population is a highly contested and politicised issue. In fact, the 2002 census figures were heavily disputed. 
^4	  The government controls the Zimbabwe Newspapers Group (Zimpapers), which owns Zimbabwe’s major newspapers: two dailies – The Herald (Harare) and the Chronicle (Bulawayo), and five weeklies: The Sunday Mail (Harare), the Sunday News (Bulawayo), Manica Post (Mutare), and the vernacular, Kwayedza (Harare) and uMthunywa (Bulawayo).
^5	   Ethnic identity as used here refers to ‘an individual’ subjective feeling of belonging to a particular ethnic group (Clement et al. 2005: 401). 
^6	  Kwayedza is another Zimpapers tabloid published in Shona. Its circulation is mainly in Harare, the capital city and in the wider Mashonaland provinces.
^7	  Parallels are drawn here with practices in Chipinge, a district to the north east of Zimbabwe ‘famous for its notorious practice’ of witchcraft (Shoko 2007).
